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I. The Basic Refrigeration Cycle

Mechanical refrigeration is accomplished by contin-
uously circulating, evaporating, and condensing a
fixed supply of refrigerant in a closed system. Evapo-
ration occurs at a low temperature and low pressure
while condensation occurs at a high temperature
and high pressure. Thus, it is possible to transfer
heat from an area of low temperature (i.e., refrigera-
tor cabinet) to an area of high temperature (i.e.,
kitchen).

Beginning the cycle at the evaporator inlet (1) the
low pressure liquid expands, absorbs heat, and evap-
orates, changing to a low pressure gas at the evapora-
tor outlet (2).

The compressor (4) pumps this gas from the evapo-
rator through the accumulator (3), increases its pres-
sure, and discharges the high pressure gas to the
condenser (5). The accumulator is designed to pro-
tect the compressor by preventing slugs of liquid
refrigerant from passing directly into the compres-
sor. An accumulator should be included on all sys-
tems subjected to varying load conditions or
frequent compressor cycling. In the condenser, heat
is removed from the gas, which then condenses and
becomes a high pressure liquid. In some systems,
this high pressure liquid drains from the condenser
into a liquid storage or receiver tank (6). On other
systems, both the receiver and the liquid line valve
(7) are omitted.

A heat exchanger (8) between the liquid line and the
suction line is also an optional item, which may or
may not be included in a given system design.

Between the condenser and the evaporator an
expansion device (10) is located. Immediately pre-
ceding this device is a liquid line strainer/drier (9),
which prevents plugging of the valve or tube by
retaining scale, dirt, and moisture. The flow of
refrigerant into the evaporator is controlled by the
pressure differential across the expansion device or,
in the case of a thermal expansion valve, by the
degree of superheat of the suction gas. Thus, the
thermal expansion valve shown requires a sensor

bulb located at the evaporator outlet. In any case,
the flow of refrigerant into the evaporator normally
increases as the evaporator load increases.

As the high pressure liquid refrigerant enters the
evaporator, it is subjected to a much lower pressure
due to the suction of the compressor and the pres-
sure drop across the expansion device. Thus, the
refrigerant tends to expand and evaporate. In order
to evaporate, the liquid must absorb heat from the
air passing over the evaporator.

Eventually, the desired air temperature is reached
and the thermostat or cold control (11) will break
the electrical circuit to the compressor motor and
stop the compressor.

As the temperature of the air through the evaporator
rises, the thermostat or cold control remakes the
electrical circuit. The compressor starts, and the
cycle continues.

In addition to the accumulator, a compressor crank-
case heater (12) is included on many systems. This
heater prevents accumulation of refrigerant in the
compressor crankcase during the non-operating
periods and prevents liquid slugging or oil pump-
out on startup.

Additional protection to the compressor and system
is afforded by a high and low pressure cutout (13).
This control is set to stop the compressor in the
event that the system pressures rise above or fall
below the design operating range.

Other controls not indicated on the basic cycle
which may be part of a system include: evaporator
pressure regulators, hot gas by-pass regulators, elec-
tric solenoid valves, suction pressure regulators, con-
denser pressure regulators, low side or high side float
refrigerant controllers, oil separators, etc.

It is extremely important to analyze completely
every system and understand the intended function
of each component before attempting to determine
the cause of a malfunction or failure.
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123 Figure A-1. Refrigeration cycle.
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II. Example of a Tecumseh 
Hermetic Compressor

A Tecumseh hermetic compressor is a direct-con-
nected motor compressor assembly enclosed within
a steel housing and designed to pump low pressure
refrigerant gas to a higher pressure.

The major internal parts of a Tecumseh hermetic
compressor are shown in Figure A-2 and are listed in
the same sequence as that of the refrigerant gas flow
through the compressor. First, the suction is drawn
into the compressor housing, then to and through
the electric motor which provides power to the
crankshaft. The crankshaft revolves in its bearings,
driving the piston(s) in the cylinder(s). The crank-
shaft is designed to carry oil from the oil pump in
the bottom of the compressor to all bearing surfaces.
Refrigerant gas surrounds the compressor crankcase
and motor as it is drawn through the compressor
housing and into the cylinder(s) through the suction

muffler and suction valves. As the gas is pressured by
the moving piston, it is released through the dis-
charge valves, discharge muffler and compressor dis-
charge tube.

Some Tecumseh hermetic compressors are low pres-
sure housing compressors. These compressor hous-
ings are not normally subjected to discharge pressure
— operating instead at relatively low suction pres-
sures. These Tecumseh compressors are generally
installed on equipment where it is impractical to
disconnect or isolate the compressor from the sys-
tem during pressure testing; therefore, do not exceed
a field leak test pressure of 150 PSIG when pressur-
izing such a complete system.

Many Tecumseh hermetic compressors contain
internal motor protectors — the details of these are
covered “Hermetic Compressor Thermal Protectors”
on pages 19-29.
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Figure A-2. Internal view of typical air conditioning compressor.
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III. Capillary Tube Sizing

A. Suggested Capillary Tube Data for 
Domestic and Commercial Refrigeration 
Applications

The following suggestions in Tables A-1 and A-2
assume a minimum of 36” heat exchange with the
suction line and no subcooling in the liquid line
immediately before the capillary tube. See page 128
for suggested R-22 applications.

Table A-1:  R-12, R-134a, and R-404A Low Temperature

Compressor Capacity 
(BTU/Hr.) Condenser Type

Normal Evaporating Temperature

-10°TO +5°F +5° TO +20°F

200-300 Static or Fan 16’ - .026” 10’ - .026

300-400 Static or fan 12’ - .026 12’ - .031

400-700 Static 12’ - .031 12’ - .036

Fan 10’ - .031 10’ - .036

700-1100 Static 12’ - .036

Fan 10’ - .036

1100-1300 Static 10’ - .036

Fan 8’ - .036

1300-1700 Static 12’ - .042

Fan 10’ - .042

1700-2000 Static 12’ - .049

Fan 10’ - .042

2000-3000 Fan 10’ - .054 15’ - .059

3000-4000 Fan 10’ - .059 12’ - .064

4000-4500 Fan 12’ - .064 12’ - .070

4500-5000 Fan 10’ - .070 12’ - .080

5000-7000 Fan (2 pcs.) 10’ - .059 (2 pcs.) 12’ - .064

7000-9000 Fan (2 pcs.) 10’ - .064 (2 pcs.) 10’ - .070

9000-12000 Fan (2 pcs.) 10’ - .070 (2 pcs.) 12’ - .080

12000-15000 Fan (3 pcs.) 10’ - .070 (3 pcs.) 12’ - .080
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Table A-2:  R-12, R-134a, and R-404A Medium & High Temperature

Compressor 
Capacity BTU/Hr. Condenser Type

Normal Evaporating Temperature

+15° to +20°F +20° to +35°F +35° to +50°F
1400-1600 Fan 12’ - .036 8’ - .036 8’ - .042
1600-1800 Fan 10’ - .036 12’ - .042

1800-2500 Fan 12’ - .042 12’ - .049 8’ - .049

2500-3500 Fan 10’ - .042 10’ - .049

3500-4000 Fan 12’ - .049 10’ - .054

4000-5000 Fan 10’ - .054 10’ - .059

5000-6000 Fan 12’ - .059 12’ - .064

6000-7000 Fan 10’ - .059 10’ - .064 12’ - .070

7000-10000 Fan 12’ - .070 12’ - .080

(2 pcs.) 12’ - .054 (2 pcs.) 10’ - .059

10000-13000 Fan (2 pcs.) 12’ - .059 (2 pcs.) 10’ - .064

13000-16000 Fan (2 pcs.) 12’ - .070 (2 pcs.) 10’ - .080

16000-25000 Fan (2 pcs.) 12’ - .080 (2 pcs.) 10’ - .085

25000-40000 Fan (4 pcs.) 10’ - .070 (4 pcs.) 12’ - .080

40000-60000 Fan (5 pcs.) 10’ - .070 (5 pcs.) 12’ - .080
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B. Suggested Capillary Tube Data for Air 
Conditioning (R-22) Applications

The suggested capillary size is based on a condens-
ing temperature of 130°F, with 115°F liquid enter-
ing the capillary, 65°F gas entering the compressor.

Example No. 1 (See Table A-3)

Select the capillary required for a Tecumseh com-
pressor AH5540E rated 40,000 BTU/Hr.

Assuming a 3/8” OD tube coil, the maximum load
per circuit is 7000 BTU/Hr. or 40,000 ÷ 7000 or six
circuits. The load per circuit then becomes 40,000 ÷
6 or 6700 BTU per circuit. 

a. For each circuit the capillary would be 35” x
.049 or 65” x .054.

b. As an option two capillaries could be used
to distribute into six circuits in the coil. The
load per capillary becomes 40,000 ÷ 2 or

20,000 BTU/Hr. The capillary is 40” x .080
or 58” x .085.

Example No. 2 (See Table A-3)
Select the capillary required for a Tecumseh com-
pressor AG5561E rated 61,000 BTU/Hr.

Assuming a 3/8” OD tube coil, the maximum load
per circuit is 7000 BTU/Hr. or 61,000 ÷ 7,000 or
8.7 circuits (use 10). The loading per circuit
becomes 6100 BTU/Hr. Use 40” x .049 or 75” x
.054 if the intention is to feed each circuit with a
separate cap tube. Fewer number of cap tubes are
optional of course.

Assuming a 1/2” OD tube coil, the maximum load
per circuit is 14,000 BTU/Hr. or 61,000 ÷ 14,000
or 4.4 circuits. Use five circuits, 61,000 ÷ 5 or 12,
200 BTU/Hr. per circuit. Use 40” x .064 or 68” x
.070 if the intention is to feed each circuit with a
separate cap tube. Fewer number of cap tubes are
optional, of course.

Table A-3:  R-22 Capillary Tube Data

Compressor 
Capacity
BTU/Hr.

No. of 
Capillaries

Capillary Size
Coil Circuits

(For Acceptable Pressure Drop)

Short Long 3/8” Tube 1/2” Tube

4500 1 36” x .042 80” x .049 1

5000 1 25” x .042 64” x .049 1

5500 1 20” x .042 52” x .049 1

6000 1 40” x .049 75” x .054 1

6500 1 35” x .049 65” x .054 1

7000 1 28” x .049 52” x .054 1

8000 1 36” x .054 65” x .059 1

9000 1 28” x .054 48” x .059 2 1

10000 1 36” x .059 64” x .064 2 1

11000 1 28” x .059 50” x .064 2 1

12000 1 40” x .064 68” x .070 2 1

13000 1 32” x .064 56” x .070 2 1

14000 1 44” x .070 70” x .075 2 1

15000 1 36” x .070 56” x .075 3 2

16000 1 30” x .070 48” x .075 3 2

17000 1 38” x .075 65” x .080 3 2

18000 1 35” x .075 55” x .080 3 2

19000 1 28” x .075 48” x .080 3 2

20000 1 40” x .080 58” x .085 3 2
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IV. Approved Hermetic 
Compressor Oils

Use the proper type and amount of oil. A proper oil
charge contributes materially to successful compres-
sor operation and long service life.

Tecumseh Products Company has determined the
optimum oil charge for each of its compressors, and
this amount is specified on the compressor bill of
material. This is a mandatory oil charge based on
the premise that the compressor will be installed in a
close-coupled system designed in accordance with
good engineering practice.

Some system designs containing unusual evapora-
tors and/or extensive interconnected piping may
require additional oil. However, since excess oil can
also damage compressors, care should be taken not
to exceed the oil charge amounts specified. See
“Refrigerant Line Sizes” on pages 88-92. If the cor-

rect oil charge is in doubt, please obtain assistance
from your Tecumseh sales engineer.

The approved and alternate oils are as follows: 

Table A-4:  Approved and Alternate 
Compressor Oils

Refrigerant Approved Oil Types

CFC’s
Napthenic
Synthetic Alkylate
Paraffinic

HCFC-22
Napthenic
Alkylbenzene
Napthenic/Paraffinic

HCFC-Other Synthetic Alkylate

HFC’s Polyol Ester
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Table A-5:  Oil Types to be Used in Compressor Families

Compressor Families

Source AZ AE AK AJ AH AB AW AV AG AN RK RG SF SA TH TP

Napthenic

Witco-Suniso 1GS •+

Witco-Suniso 3GS • • • • • • • •

Synthetic (Alkylate)

Shrieve Chemical-Zerol 150TD • • • • • • • •

Shrieve Chemical-150T • •

Shrieve Chemical-Zerol 300 • • • • • •

Soltex SA56 • • • • • •

Petrobras-CP32RHS       • •

Napthenic/Paraffinic

Witco-LP200                    • • • • • •^

Penreco-Sontex 200LT, (A) LT • • • • • •

Paraffinic

Total-A68                    •*

Polyol Ester

Emkarate RL32S        • • • • • • • • • •

Mobil-EAL Arctic 32, 22        • • • • • • • • • •

Cognis ProEco 32ML • • • • • • • • • •

Castrol Inc.-Icematic SW-32 • • • • • • • • • •

CPI Eng’r’g Services • • • • • • • • • •

Jomo Freol Apha 22 E • • • • • • • • • •

Mobil EAL Arctic 15 • •

Cognis ProEco 3844 • •

Jomo Freol Alpha 15E • •

Uniqema Emkarate • •

Cognis ProEco 3806 •

+Only the AWD can and must use 1GS Oil.

*Commercial & high back AE’s only.

^Not for this use in RK’s for split systems.
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Table A-6:  Oil Charge for Compressor Families

Compressor Family Oil Charge (oz)

AB (all) 32

AEA 1360/80/10 16

AE (all others) 10

AG 65

AHA2466/80 38

AH (all others) 45

AJ 26

AK 17

AN 140

AV 54

AWA 2XXX, 7XXX, 9XXX 38

AWE (all others) 32

AWF (all others) 32

AWG/J (all others) 38

AZA/320/26/40 9

AZA/335/50 10

AZ (all others) 10

RG/HG 10

RK/HK 12

SA 34

SFA 5554 thru 94 65

SFA5611/12 82

TH 9

TP 7
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